IY. " Note on the F ree V ibrations o f an infinitely long. Cylin drical Shell." B y L o r d R a y l e i g h , Sec. R .S. R eceived February 26, 1889.
In a recent memoir* M r. Love has considered this question among others; but he has not discussed his resu lt [equation (95)], except in its application to a rath e r special case involving the existence of a free edge. W hen the cylinder is regarded as infinitely long, th e pro blem is naturally of a sim pler c h a ra c te r; and I have thought th a t it might be worth while to express more fully the frequency equation, as applicable to all vibrations, independent of th e th ick n ess of the shell, which are periodic w ith respect both to the len g th and th e circum ference of the cylinder.
In order to prevent m isunderstanding, it m ay be well to premise that the vibrations, whose frequency is to be determ ined, do not include the gravest of w hich a thin shell is capable. I f the middle surface be simply bent, the potential energy of deform ation is of a higher order of m agnitude th an in the contrary case, and according to the present m ethod of treatm ent the frequency of vibration will appear to be zero. I t is known, however, th a t the only possible modes of bending of a cylindrical shell are such as are no t periodic along the length, or rather have the w ave-length in this direction infinitely long.f When the middle surface is stretched, as well as bent, the potential energy of bending may be neglected, except in certain very special cases.
Taking cylindrical co-ordinates (r, 0, js) , and denoting the displace ments parallel to z, 0, r by u, v,w respecti principal elongations and shear a t any point (a., 0, «)£- 
, unity being written for convenience in place of a. The energy per unit area is thus
Again, the kinetic energy per unit area is, if p be the volume density,
In the integration of these expressions with respect to 0 and z, the mean value of each sin3 or cos3 is-|.* We may then apply Lagrange's method. If the type of vibration be and p 3/>/w = A ;3, the re sulting equations may be w ritten The frequency equation is th a t expressing the evanescence of the determinant of this triad of equations.
We will consider for a moment the simple case which arises when ft = 0, that is, when the displacements are independent of lb® three equations reduce to * In the physical problem the range of integration for < p is from 0 to 2»> ® mathematically we are not confined to one revolution. We may conceive the 8 e to consist of several superposed convolutions, and then s is not limited to be ti w1 L ' number. It will be observed that when s is very large, the flexural vibrations tend to become exclusively normal, and the extensional vibrations to become exclusively tangential, as m ight have been expected from the theory of plane plates. M Returning now to the general case, the determinant of (9) The frequency depends upon th e w ave-length parallel to the axis, and not upon the rad iu s of the cylinder. The rem aining roots of (25) correspond to motions for which V = 0, or w hich tak e place in planes th ro u g h the axis. The general character of these vibrations may be illustrated by th e case where /i is small, or the w ave-length a large m ultiple of th e radius of th e cylinder. find approxim ately from the quadratic (on restoration of a) This is the ordinary form ula for the longitudinal vibrations of a rod, the fact th at the section is here a th in annulus not influencing the result to this order of approximation. Another extreme case w orthy of notice occurs when s is very great. Equation (24) I t is scarcely necessary to add, in conclusion, th a t the most general deformation of the middle surface can be expressed by means of a series of such as are periodic w ith respect to z and 0, so th a t the problem considered is really the most general small motion of an infinite cylindrical shell.
[Another particular case w orth notice arises when 6 = 1, so th a t (24) Presents.
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